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Welcome
We welcome you warmly.  If you are new to VDL we look forward to getting to know you better.  Should you 

have any comments or questions or just want to bounce some ideas, please contact Andrew or myself at any 

time.

We would like to extend a really big ‘thank you’ to the crews, captains and owners for suggestions, comments 

and encouragement; and we particularly thank everyone at the shipyards and on board for their hospitality and 

kindness.

Brian Chivers 

Managing Director

Welcome
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The Company
VDL was established in 1995 and provides imaging and security solutions across the military, commercial and

leisure marine sectors. Everyone at VDL has immense pride in our reputation for the very high quality and

reliability of our products. As our ISO accreditation bears testimony, we are all committed to ensuring only the

highest quality of products leave our company. VDL have been supplying and supporting marine night vision 

systems for 16 years.

Beyond design and manufacturing, the team are all committed to staying in touch with our customers and we

are very happy to provide ongoing technical support and crew training as required.

As members of the Society of Maritime Industries and the Superyacht Society we are regular contributors to

these forums and to leading trade journals on matters affecting our customers and the marine security sector.

ISO 9001:2000

The Company
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Wet, Very Wet
Any equipment that goes to sea will get wet, very wet.

Every camera product we supply is subject to rigorous underwater testing, if it can survive under four meters 

of water for two weeks then we are happy to fit it to your vessel. Similarly, all manufacturing materials are

carefully selected to prevent failure due to corrosion. We know that aluminium can rot at sea. It is no surprise

then that the primary materials for all our products are either highly polished stainless steel, titanium or carbon

fibre.

All optic paths are computer designed to optimise the performance of the chosen sensor. All enclosures are dry

nitrogen purged and desiccant charged to prevent the corrosive cycle that occurs when using heaters to prevent

condensation.

All optronic cores are selected to a very stringent test and performance criteria, which includes reliability,

performance, support and environmental specification. Additional extensive burn-in tests are carried out 

over a period of six weeks for each optronic core to ensure compliance.

Wet, Very Wet
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Seenite marine stabilised night vision systems

Seenite cameras are specifically designed for use in the marine environment.  All of the cameras are housed 

in either titanium, 316 stainless steel or carbon fibre enclosures.  Fully sealed and immersion tested to IP69 

standards.  Result: Seenite a multispectral surveillance system designed for the most gruelling of marine 

environments.

Standard Features:

• Enhanced image quality: Only the highest resolution full frame thermal imagers used

• Long range identification: High zoom, high definition day/night cameras

• Pin point targets/casualties in the water: Integral laser pointers

• NMEA Radar Interface for target tracking and EBL slaving

• Internal components protected from condensation: IP69, Dry Nitrogen purged & desiccant charged

• Smoothest control and no ‘backlash’: Direct drive motors not gearbox operated

• Stable images in all conditions: 3 axis operation

Typical applications:

• 24hr Surveillance

• Man Overboard Search & Rescue

• Target Tracking

• Collision Avoidance Aid

• Night Time Pilotage Of Inshore/Congested Waters

Seenite
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Seenite LMD
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Seenite LMD lightweight medium-range detection

Designed for performance sailing yachts and high speed patrol craft.

•  Ultimate strength to weight ratio: Manufactured from Carbon Fibre

•  Target and object detection day and night: High resolution, full frame rate thermal imager

•  Long range target recognition: High zoom day/night colour camera

•  Connectivity to yacht’s HD AV system: Optional HD camera

•  Maintain situational awareness: Wide angle day/night spotter camera

•  Pin point targets or casualties using the integral laser pointer

•  Can be mounted upright or inverted; in clear lacquer finish or colour matched

  Now available with Laser Threat Deterrent Upgrade Package.

  A high powered laser dazzler to warn, deter and prevent approach of potential   

  threats.

Seenite LMD
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Seenite MD
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Seenite MD medium-range detection

Designed for mid-sized yachts and patrol craft: Replacing the well established Seenite TI+

•  Elegant and robust: Classic highly polished stainless steel build

•  Night and day target and object detection: High resolution, full frame rate thermal imager

•  Long range target recognition: High zoom day/night colour camera

•  Connectivity to yacht’s HD AV system: Optional HD camera

•  Maintain situational awareness: Wide angle day/night spotter camera

•  Pin point targets or casualties using the integral laser pointer

•  Reduce errors caused by operator fatigue: Auto Video Tracker

Seenite MD
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Seenite XLD



Seenite LD long-range detection

Designed for larger yachts, patrol craft and crew support vessels: Replacing the high performance Seenite

MR, the Seeenite LD

• Light, strong and resistant: Manufactured from marine grade titanium

•  Uncompromising simultaneous, detailed view of target and full situational awareness:

•  Dual fields of view available through high resolution thermal imagers and day/night colour cameras

•  Pin point targets or casualties using the integral laser pointer

•  Accurate target assessments: Laser range finder enables distances to incoming targets to be measured

•  Extensive processing and platform control delivered through the Marsoft Control Suite

Seenite XLD extra long-range detection

Designed for yachts, paramilitary and commercial vessels, Seenite XLD has the same features as Seenite LD, 

however it utilises a cooled thermal imager to achieve longer distance surveillance for the highest level of 

security.

Longer range detection: high resolution dual field of view and cooled thermal imager

Wide and narrow views are achieved through both the secondary high-resolution un-cooled thermal imager and 

day/night colour camera.

17

Seenite LD

Seenite XLD
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Seenite Mini
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Seenite Mini bespoke solution

Our brief was to design a Seenite system for a performance sailing yacht with particular emphasis on

maintaining the clean lines of the yacht and to ensure the solution was lightweight. From this Seenite Mini

was born - a smaller, more compact version of the Seenite built in lightweight titanium which actually retracts

within the mast when not in use. Uncompromising form and function, Seenite Mini has now become a

popular solution for other sailing yacht projects.

Seenite Mini
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SeaPod
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SeaPod
Joysticks designed to provide infinite velocity control to enable smooth and exceptionally easy tracking or 

monitoring.  The SeaPod integrates fully into a vessel’s bridge console and when not in use the SeaPod can be 

flipped over and secured to allow a smooth console finish.

Standard Features:

• Analogue force control joystick - infinite velocity control

• Compact design - uncluttered bridge

• Integral trackpad - control of Marsoft

• Hard anodised finish - discrete integration on the bridge

• Military spec connections - guaranteed performance

• Inverted position - storage when not in use

• Dimmable illumination - night use

SeaPod
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Marsoft
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Marsoft enhanced control and video processing suite

This control suite ensures the total optimisation of your Seenite or Protector system.  Marsoft delivers 

exceptional long–term added value to the operation of Seenite and Protector systems.

Existing features include:

• Auto-tracking of selectable radar targets

• Slaving to Radar Electronic Bearing Line

• Night palette (red video image)

• Pre-set positions and auto scans

• Video recording and snapshot storage

Using feedback from captains and operators, we continue to develop and release updated versions for the   

benefit of all our existing customers.

Marsoft
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Protector



Protector 
Piracy and protection are major concerns for luxury vessels, you need to detect threats earlier and protect 
yourself appropriately.  VDL has applied its experience of marine and military-level mission critical systems.

Protector delivers a comprehensive threat detection and counter-measures system enabling 24 hour situational 
awareness and a robust yet non-lethal first line of counter measures.  For continuous use, low light and high 
zoom colour cameras may be set to display dual fields of view, enabling the crew to maintain full situational 
awareness whilst zoomed in on a target.

In states of high security alert – alongside or at sea:

Thermal imager
The thermal imager enables all heat sources within a defined range to be monitored in all
conditions.

Acoustic hailing device (AHD)
Provides the capability to challenge unwelcome approaches and issue verbal warnings, enabling clear 
communications to be issued.  The AHD may also be used to emit a deterrent tone if aggressors do not respond 
to verbal requests to desist. This is approximately equivalent to the noise level of a jet take off.

Search lamps and laser
Experience has demonstrated that acoustic deterrents alone are rarely sufficient.  So Protector incorporates 
a combination of search lamps and a laser.  Search lamps have a dual function: illumination and deterrence, 
they can be used for surveillance and navigation; and they may also be used as a strobe light.  Strobing swept 
frequencies is an effective deterrent because it does not allow the photoreceptors in the brain to reset, thereby 
causing shocks to an individual’s vision which, research shows, leads to confusion or dizziness.  A major benefit 
of using this laser in a defensive mode is that there is currently no counter-measure that a target can take to 
filter the beam.

Whether in defensive or man overboard situations, it is essential for a crew to have the ability to illuminate 
and designate targets in the water around their vessel.  The laser beam colour can be adjusted for maximum 
performance for day and night and varying conditions. 

Protector

25
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SeaMoon Watchman
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SeaMoon Watchman
Designed for day and night security surveillance, SeaMoon Watchman is a compact thermal imaging camera 

ideal for discrete monitoring.

SeaMoon Watchman solves the problems of inboard and outboard security monitoring using thermal imaging 

so it is able to penetrate smoke and identify hot spots.  It is the most up to date alternative to low resolution 

imagers housed in clumsy, intrusive plastic gimbals.

SeaMoon Watchman is configured in the signature VDL dome form making it compatible with standard CCTV 

systems and indistinguishable from normal dome assemblies. VDL has a patent application pending* for this 

innovative product and technology.

SeaMoon Watchman will provide users with a familiar configuration and installers with a simple, compliant 

thermal imaging system without the need to invest in high cost installation of an exposed pan and tilt system.

* Patent pending GB0920036.1

SeaMoon Watchman
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SeaMoon PTZ Dome
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SeaMoon PTZ Dome
The security workhorse for so many luxury yachts’ security systems, this is a discrete and stylish pan, tilt and 

zoom dome camera.  Finished in the signature marine grade highly polished stainless steel, these cameras have 

360degree endless pan rotation so can be positioned virtually anywhere: deckheads and masts.  And because it 

is fully submersible and dry nitrogen purged (to prevent condensation); it is perfect for weather decks, exposed 

areas, masts and of course the all important bathing platforms. 

SeaMoon PTZ Dome
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SeaMoon CL Dome
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SeaMoon CL Dome
Designed for gangways and other situations where a fixed field of view is required, this is the most 

straightforward SeaMoon in the range.  Its pointing position can be adjusted with a minimum of tools.  It is 

submersible and dry nitrogen purged so is as suitable for external as internal situations.

New for 2011; now available with illuminating light ring showing when the camera is in use.

SeaMoon CL Dome
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SeaMoon Low-Light Tube

SeaMoon Low-Light Tube
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SeaMoon Low-Light Tube
A monochrome ultra low-light camera in a fixed housing. Available in either marine grade, highly polished 

stainless steel or carbon fibre housings.  This camera is recommended for surveillance and close quarter 

pilotage.  It is most commonly used for dead-ahead collision avoidance and as an aft looking towing camera.

SeaMoon Low-Light Tube
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SeaVision
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SeaVision
SeaVision software delivers total control for SeaMoon cameras.  Functionality includes simple to use pan, tilt 

and zoom commands.  The controller can be located at mutiple locations around the vessel enabling each 

station to independently select, view and control any of the cameras on board.

As with Marsoft, we continue to respond to feedback from captains and operators to develop and release 

updated versions of SeaVision software for the benefit of all our existing customers.

SeaVision
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Case Studies

Private Yachts Seenite, SeaMoon & SeaVision

VDL have long standing relationships with superyacht 

manufactures around the globe.  Selected as the exclusive 

supplier of marine camera solutions VDL’s scope of supply 

ranges from long-range stabilised Seenite systems through to 

bespoke CCTV Cameras and control infrastructure. 

Police Patrol Vessels Seenite

A new generation of Police Patrol Craft had a requirement for 

a marine camera system suitable for 24/7 operation in all sea 

states.  Relied on for surveillance, SAR operations and incident 

recording Seenite has proved to be the ideal solution for this 

program.  The stabilised system provides clear thermal imaging 

and high zoom colour imaging. 

Case Studies
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Oil and Gas, Fast Crew Support Vessels Seenite

Seenite Multi-Role was selected to give medium range detection 

and situational awareness, day and night in all sea states and 

at high speed. The multi-sensor package provides clear imagery 

used for security surveillance by an operator transferring crew to 

and from vessels in very hostile locations.

Landing Craft SeaMoon TI

Following technology trials VDL has been commissioned to 

design and supply a bespoke ship’s set including thermal 

imaging and ultra-low light cameras, monitors, power supplies, 

cable sets and mounting frame.

Maltese Flacon Seenite TI+

One of the largest, the most luxurious yachts in the world had 

a requirement for the night vision camera system to provide 

the highest standard of protection for guests and the crew. VDL 

provided Seenite TI+, which incorporates Thermal Imager and 

low light wide field of view camera. The Maltese Falcon is sailing 

far and wide with Seenite installed for over 4 years.
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Offshore Wind Farm Support Vessels SeaMoon LL

Following trials of both thermal and ultra-low light imaging 

technology the operator selected SeaMoon LL as the standard 

fit.  The fixed, forward looking cameras offer enhanced vision 

at night using ultra-low light imaging technology.

Peruvian Navy Hovercraft Seenite LMD

Griffon Hoverwork had the requirement for a lightweight 

thermal imaging system to improve collision avoidance, 

situational awareness and threat detection.  A carbon fibre 

Seenite LMD with integrated laser pointer was specified.

SY Akalam Seenite Mini

Pendennis had a requirement for a lightweight night vision 

camera system for the Barracuda designed sloop Akalam. 

VDL’s designers provided the perfect solution with Seenite 

Mini. The new camera is smaller, more compact and built in 

lightweight titanium.  When not in use the camera retracts 

within the mast maintaining the clean lines of the yacht.
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Trinity House Rapid Intervention Vessel Seenite TI+

A specialist vessel for rapid detection and marking of 

new wrecks.  The Seenite system is used as a part of a 

comprehensive survey suite that also includes Side Scan Sonar, 

Multi Beam Echo Sounder and a Dynamic Positioning System. 

The Seenite system was delivered to the Remontowa Shipyard in 

Gdansk, Poland.

Turkish Customs High Speed Patrol Craft Seenite TI+

With a top speed of 75knots these specialist craft needed 

a thermal imaging system that could operate at extremes! 

Installation of first system was completed by Yonca – Onuk 

Shipyard in 2004.  Following extensive trials Seenite TI was 

selected as the standard solution for the rest of the fleet and 

deliveries continued until the last vessel was completed in 2006.
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Notes






